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Introduction {#sec1}
============

Piwi proteins, belonging to the Argonaute family, are associated with Piwi-interacting RNAs (piRNAs), a class of small non-coding RNAs (sRNAs) and are involved in the biogenesis, transport, and use of these sRNAs ([@bib23]). Argonaute proteins contain four signature domains: the N-terminal, PAZ, MID, and PIWI domains, assembled into two lobes.

The Argonaute protein family can be classified into two subclades, Ago and Piwi. Agos are ubiquitously expressed in most organisms and bind double-stranded small RNAs, such as small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) and microRNAs (miRNAs) that are generated by Dicer cleavage. They are involved in either post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS) or transcriptional gene silencing (TGS) ([@bib11]). Piwi proteins, on the other hand, are expressed in animal gonads and bind piRNAs. The precursors of piRNA are single-stranded transcripts from specific regions containing transposable elements (TEs), and processed piRNAs show a strong 5′ U bias ([@bib9]).

Together, Piwis and piRNAs mediate silencing of TEs in different eukaryotes, and their function is mainly studied in fruit flies, mice, and humans. Because TEs are mobile genetic elements, they have the ability to change their position in the host genome, including inserting themselves into functional genes, which can have a major effect on their host genome's integrity ([@bib16]). Piwi proteins and piRNAs present in germline cells assist in maintaining genome integrity by suppressing transposon movement. Different mechanisms of transcriptional and post-transcriptional silencing that target and prevent TE activation in germline cells have evolved among eukaryotes ([@bib19]).

*Paramecium tetraurelia* and other ciliates evolved a unique way to silence mobile elements by eliminating them from their somatic genomes during sexual development. Ciliates have distinct germline and somatic nuclei. *P. tetraurelia* has two diploid, transcriptionally inactive micronuclei (MICs) acting as germline nuclei and one somatic polyploid, transcriptionally active macronucleus (MAC). During every sexual cycle, a new somatic MAC develops from one of the MICs. In the early stages of development, *P. tetraurelia*'s two MICs undergo meiosis; one haploid nucleus produced by meiosis is exchanged with that of its partnered cell (conjugation) and then fused to its sister haploid nucleus (karyogamy). Alternatively, the haploid nuclei directly fuse through a self-fertilization process (autogamy). The newly fused zygotic nucleus divides twice more, and the resultant nuclei then develop into two new MACs and two new MICs. While the new nuclei are developing, the old MAC is fragmented, and, with successive cell divisions, these fragments are rapidly diluted and lost. During the development of the new MAC, the DNA it contains is massively amplified (∼800n). Concurrently, the genome is reorganized by genome-wide elimination of repetitive sequences, TEs, and transposon-derived DNA segments (internal eliminated sequences \[IESs\]).

The *P. tetraurelia* germline genome contains multiple copies of Tc1/mariner transposons and over 45,000 unique IESs ([@bib4]). Most IESs are very short (length mode, 28 bp) and are flanked by 5′-TA-3′ dinucleotides. They are excised from the newly developing somatic genome by the domesticated PiggyBac-related transposase (PiggyMac) ([@bib4], [@bib6]). Repetitive sequences and TEs are excised imprecisely, whereas IES excision occurs in a precise manner, which is necessary because they often interrupt protein coding regions. The end sequences of some IESs are insufficient for their recognition and complete excision by PiggyMac, and it was previously shown that two types of small scan RNAs (scnRNAs and RNAs that exclusively match to IESs \[iesRNAs\]) are involved in recognizing and triggering the excision of IESs in *P. tetraurelia* ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A).Figure 1*Paramecium* Piwi Proteins and the Effects of Silencing of Their Genes on IES Excision(A) Schematic of the scnRNA and iesRNA pathway.(B) Phylogeny of Ago protein and Piwi proteins from various eukaryotes. ARTH, *Arabidopsis thaliana*; CAEL, *Caenorhabditis elegans*; DIDI, *Dictyostelium discoideum*; DRME, *Drosophila melanogaster*; HOSA, *Homo sapiens*; OXTR, *Oxytricha trifallax*; PATE, *Paramecium tetraurelia*; SCPO, *Schizosaccharomyces pombe*; TETH, *Tetrahymena thermophila*; TRBR, *Trypanosoma brucei*. Accession numbers are given in the [Supplemental Experimental Procedures](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Asterisks indicate the Piwi proteins characterized in this article. Black dotes indicate a bootstrap support of more than 80% of a branching event.(C) Expression of *PTIWI*s and *DCL*s based on microarray data from [@bib2], [@bib3]. The cytological stages of the samples collected in this study are indicated by arrows: early (E), in which 30% of the cells have a fragmented old MACs; middle (M), in which all of the cells have fragmented MACs; late (L), in around 80% of the cells new macronuclei were clearly visible; late plus (L+), 6 hr after L.(D) IES retention was assessed by PCR on DNA obtained after silencing of control (empty vector, EV), *DCL2/DCL3* double silencing (*DCL2/3*-KD), *DCL5* silencing (*DCL5*-KD), *PTIWI01/PTIWI09* double silencing (*PT01/09*-KD), and *PTIWI10/PTIWI11* double silencing (*PT10/11*-KD). IES 51G4404 is a representative epiIES, and Dcl5d-01-04 are IESs whose excision depends on Dcl5. Top bands represent IES^+^ PCR products, and bottom band represents PCR products of DNA with the IES excised (IES^−^).

scnRNAs are precisely 25 nt long and display a prominent 5′ UNG sequence bias ([@bib21], [@bib30]). They are generated early during development from long double-stranded RNAs by bidirectional transcription of the entire MIC genome ([@bib21]). These precursors are cut by two Dicer-like proteins, Dcl2 and Dcl3, forming scnRNA duplexes. One strand of the scnRNAs is then transported into the parental MAC, where the degradation of scnRNAs that are complementary to the parental MAC genome occurs. This process is called "RNA scanning" ([@bib26]). The remaining MIC genome-matching scnRNAs are transported into the new MAC, where they target IESs for excision. The second class of development-specific small RNAs appears later during development and consists of iesRNAs, with a strong bias toward their ends. Unlike scnRNAs, iesRNAs are between 23--31 nt long and display a 5′ UAG signature and a weak 3′ CNAUN signature. An additional development-specific Dicer-like protein, Dcl5, is responsible for their production ([@bib30]). Because iesRNAs are exclusively IES-matching, it is suggested that they are transcribed after the first round of IES excision. Short excised IESs are ligated randomly to form concatemers, which are then transcribed to long non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) ([@bib1]). Dcl5 then processes the iesRNA precursors into short iesRNA duplexes. It is proposed that the iesRNAs are targeting the remaining copies of the IESs for excision, like a feedback mechanism, to assure that all IESs are completely removed from the newly developed somatic genome.

In *P. tetraurelia*, 14 different Piwi (Ptiwis) proteins are present, likely predominantly generated by the three successive whole-genome duplications that have occurred in its ancestors ([@bib8]). Even though there are no members of the Ago subclade present in ciliates ([@bib26], [@bib8], [@bib14]), RNAi-related pathways are functional. Six of the *Paramecium* Piwis are expressed during vegetative growth function, like typical Agos, and are probably all involved in different RNAi pathways ([@bib8]). Classical post-transcriptional gene silencing was shown to be induced by untranslatable transgenes or by feeding cells with *E. coli* producing double-stranded RNAs (dsRNAs) complementary to the target gene ([@bib29], [@bib15]). Two vegetatively expressed Ptiwi proteins, Ptiwi13 and Ptiwi14, were shown to be involved in these pathways ([@bib8]). Another RNAi pathway has also been demonstrated to exist in *P. tetraurelia* that works together with the highly divergent RNA-dependent RNA polymerase RDR3 to produce sRNAs ([@bib24], [@bib5]). Additionally, recent studies revealed that transgene-induced silencing can induce dynamic heterochromatin remodeling at an endogenous gene locus and that Ptiwi13 and Ptiwi14 are necessary for this ([@bib17]).

The remaining eight Piwi proteins in *Paramecium* are exclusively expressed during development ([@bib8]). Only two of these proteins (Ptiwi01 and Ptiwi09) were studied prior to the present study. It was shown that, in the absence of this pair of proteins, scnRNAs decrease dramatically, leading to retention of certain IESs ([@bib8]).

The major goal of the present study was to identify the *P. tetraurelia* Piwi proteins that interact with iesRNAs and to obtain a better understanding of the pathways and classes of small RNAs involved in genome reorganization. We identified two late-expressed ohnologs, Ptiwi10 and Ptiwi11, as binding partners of iesRNAs. By performing RNA pull-down experiments, we show that scnRNA and iesRNA pathways are distinct. Additionally, our results suggest that the strong sequence bias at the ends of sRNAs and the sRNAs lengths are independent of Piwi binding preferences. In Piwi knockdown experiments, the small RNAs remain double-stranded and keep their strong 5′ UNG signature. This is consistent with the notion that *P. tetraurelia* Dicer-like proteins possess specific sequence cleavage preferences, as suggested by the individual knockdowns of *DCL2* and *DCL3* ([@bib30]). Production of Ptiwi10 is enabled by the excision of IESs that interrupt its transcription promoter as well as the coding sequence, which demonstrates a regulatory control mechanism determined at the DNA level. This mechanism allows switching on the iesRNA pathway at a specific developmental stage following the initial step of DNA elimination performed by PiggyMac excisase with the help of scnRNAs.

Results {#sec2}
=======

*Paramecium tetraurelia* Piwi Proteins and the Effects of Silencing of Their Genes on Dcl5-Dependent IES Excision {#sec2.1}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

All four of the *P. tetraurelia* Piwi proteins investigated in this study, Ptiwi01, Ptiwi09, Ptiwi10, and Ptiwi11, contain the three conserved domains of Argonaute proteins: PAZ, MID, and PIWI. All of the conserved amino acids necessary for small RNA binding are also present in the *P. tetraurelia* Ptiwis as well as the catalytic tetrade responsible for the slicer activity ([@bib31], [@bib25], [@bib27]). Ptiwi01 and Ptiwi09 are ohnologs from the most recent whole-genome duplication in *P. tetraurelia* and, at the amino acid level, are 98% identical; Ptiwi10 and Ptiwi11 are also ohnologs and are also 98% identical. In a phylogeny of Argonaute proteins from different eukaryotes, it is clear that Piwi proteins from ciliates, including *P. tetraurelia*, belong to the Piwi subclade ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). This is remarkable because all *P. tetraurelia* Ptiwis described to date are involved in RNAi and/or are binding to Dicer/Dicer-like products ([@bib8], [@bib17]).

Ptiwi03 and the ohnologs Ptiwi01 and Ptiwi09 are expressed early during development. Because iesRNAs peak later during development and are produced in the developing new MACs ([@bib30]), we reasoned that Ptiwis with a later peak expression during development might be involved in iesRNA biogenesis and binding and interaction with IESs. Five Ptiwi proteins (Ptiwi06, Ptiwi07, Ptiwi08, and the ohnologs Ptiwi10 and Ptiwi11) are upregulated late during development and were therefore candidates for this ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C).

To assess which of the late-expressed Ptiwi proteins may be involved in the iesRNA pathway, all of the late-expressed Ptiwis were silenced, and genomic DNA was extracted from cells after development. To assess IES retention following gene silencing, we performed PCRs with primers flanking those IESs, which only show retention in the *DCL5* knockdown (*DCL5-KD*) and not in *DCL2/3* double knockdown (*DCL2/3-KD*) (Dcl5-dependent and Dcl2/3-independent, respectively). IESs were selected based on their previously published retention scores ([@bib30]) (IES retention scores for all of the IESs used in the presented study are shown in [Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Only double knockdown of *PTIWI10* and *PTIWI11* (*PT10/*11-KD) led to retention of the Dcl5-dependent, Dcl2/3-independent IESs ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D). Knockdown of the other late-expressed *PTIWI* genes as well as the single knockdowns of *PTIWI10* and *PTIWI11* did not lead to IES retention (data not shown). As a control for this experiment, we analyzed the retention of IES 51G4404, which was previously shown to be dependent on the scnRNA pathway ([@bib30]). This IES was retained only after *PT01/09*-KD or *DCL2/3*-KD and not after *PTIWI10/11*-KD or *DCL5*-KD ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D). The experiment suggests that *PTIWI01/09*-KD affects excision of the Dcl2/3-dependent IESs (epiIESs) but not the Dcl5-dependent IESs (Dcl5d-IESs).

*PTIWI10* Is Transcribed in the Developing MAC, and Ptiwi10 Localizes to the Developing MAC {#sec2.2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Despite the high similarity (98% at amino acid level) between Ptiwi01 and Ptiwi09, we wanted to examine whether their cellular localization differs. It was previously shown that Ptiwi09-GFP localizes to the parental MAC in early development and that it relocalizes to the developing MACs in late development ([@bib8]). To determine the localization of Ptiwi01, we transformed vegetative *P. tetraurelia* cells with an N-terminal GFP-tagged Ptiwi01 construct that is expressed during development. GFP-Ptiwi01 shows the same localization pattern as GFP-Ptiwi09 ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A).Figure 2Localization of Ptiwi01 and Ptiwi10 Proteins and Transcription of the *PTIWI10* Gene in New MACs(A) Subcellular localization of GFP-Ptiwi01 during development. GFP-Ptiwi01 shows the same localization as Ptiwi09-GFP ([@bib8]). At the beginning of development, it localizes to the old MAC and stays there while this nucleus fragments and appears later in the developing new MACs. New MACs are indicated by arrows.(B and C) Subcellular localization of GFP-Ptiwi10 (B) and GFP-Ptiwi10~(Dcl5flank)~ (C) during development. Localization of GFP-Ptiwi10 and GFP-Ptiwi10~(Dcl5flank)~ was monitored during development following transformation of vegetative cells with these constructs. Only GFP-Ptiwi10~(Dcl5flank)~ localized in new MACs (which are indicated by arrows). Scale bars, 10 μm.(D) Assessment of Ptiwi gene expression by northern blotting of total RNA obtained from transformed cells. Shown are GFP-Ptiwi01 from an early time point and GFP-Ptiwi10 from a later time point during development. The probe was against the entire GFP sequence, and 17S rRNA was used as a loading control.(E) Schematic of the putative effect of *PGM*-KD on *PTIWI10* transcription. When PiggyMac is absent, two IESs, either 48 nt upstream or 442 bp downstream of the start codon, are retained in the genome, which blocks *PTIWI10* transcription. The syringe indicates microinjection into the vegetative MAC. IESs located upstream and inside of the late-expressed *PTIWI* genes are indicated.(F) Expression of *PTIWI10* as assessed by northern blotting of total RNA obtained from control (EV) cells or cells following *PGM*-KD. Total RNA samples from four different time points were used. A probe against 530 nt of *PTIWI10* and 17S rRNA was used as a loading control.(G) The efficiency of *PGM-*KD was assessed by performing IES retention PCRs on DNA obtained after silencing of control (EV) and *PGM-KD*. The top band represents IES^+^, and the bottom band represents DNA with excised IESs (IES^−^). All tested IESs were partially retained upon PiggyMac silencing.(H) Distribution of cytological stages of samples collected during cell development from EV and *PGM*-KD cells. A schematic of the nuclear morphology used to characterization the stages is shown above. Bars indicate percentages of cells in a specific stage for each of the collected samples. The cytological stages of the samples collected were as follows: E, in which 30% of the cells have a fragmented old MACs; M, in which all of the cells have fragmented MACs; L, in around 80% of the cells new macronuclei were clearly visible; L+, 6 hr after L. Blue, intact old MAC; green, cells with the old MAC displaying the characteristic skein formation; turquoise, old MAC is completely fragmented; red, visible new MACs.

Next we examined the localization of N-terminal GFP-tagged Ptiwi10. Despite several attempts, no expression from this construct was detected ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). We also did not detect any transcription of the GFP-Ptiwi10 construct in northern blots ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D). We therefore put the GFP-Ptiwi10 gene construct under the control of a region upstream of *DCL5* expected to contain this gene's promoter because the *DCL5* and *PTIWI10* expression profiles are similar during development ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C). The new construct allows detection of a strong GFP signal in the two developing MACs ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C).

We suspect that the reason for the missing transcription of the original GFP-Ptiwi10 construct is that the endogenous gene is exclusively expressed from the developing MACs and that constructs with its endogenous promoter are not recognized by the transcription machinery within the old MAC, where the DNA construct is present after microinjection ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}E). Because it is impossible to microinject DNA into the two new MACs during development (which are very small and visually indistinguishable from the fragments of the old MAC under microinjection conditions), we decided to indirectly test our hypothesis. In the micronuclear version of the genome, we found two IESs whose retention could potentially affect expression of Ptiwi10. One IES is situated within the *PTIWI10* coding sequence (position 422 nt) and, thus, when retained, would cause a translation frameshift leading to a premature stop codon (position 466 nt) and production of a nonfunctional Piwi protein. In principle, this frameshift may also trigger removal of the mRNA by nonsense-mediated decay. The other IES is located 48 nt upstream of the start codon and could possibly block the transcription of *PTIWI10* by disrupting the promoter region if the IES is not properly excised. Our analysis of the other four late-expressed Ptiwi genes, *PTIWI11*, *PTIWI06*, *PTIWI07*, and *PTIWI08*, revealed that three of them, except *PTIWI08*, have IESs present not only within the coding regions but also in a similar position within the regions expected to contain their transcription promoters ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}E). Thus, these other, late-expressed Ptiwis might also be regulated in a similar way as *PTIWI10*.

To test whether the presence of the two IESs in *PTIWI10* affects the expression of this gene, we silenced the PiggyMac excisase (*PGM*-KD). After *PGM-*KD, *PTIWI10* mRNAs were not detected by northern blotting ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}F; the consistency of the cytological stages of development is shown in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}H, and a description of cell stages can be found in the [Experimental Procedures](#sec4){ref-type="sec"}). The effectiveness of *PGM* silencing was indirectly confirmed by IES retention PCRs on genomic DNA extracted from post-autogamous cells after *PGM*-KD ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}G). Thus, we deduce that retention of the IESs because of *PGM*-KD either prevents the transcription of *PTIWI10* in the developing MAC or leads to nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD) of frameshifted IES-containing mRNAs.

*PTIWI01/09*-KD Affects Dcl2/3-Dependent IESs, and *PTIWI10/11*-KD Affects Dcl5-Dependent IESs {#sec2.3}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To analyze the effects of *PTIWI01/09*-KD and *PTIWI10/11*-KD on the entire *P. tetraurelia* IES population, DNA from new MACs was isolated after silencing (knockdown efficiency was assessed by a northern blot, as shown in [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A; for cytological stages of development, see [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). *PTIWI01/09*-KD affected the excision of only a small proportion of the IESs, but some IESs were strongly retained in this knockdown. In contrast, *PTIWI10/11*-KD affected more IESs overall, but, on average, the effect was slightly weaker in comparison with *PTIWI01/09*-KD ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). Compared with the previously published IES retention following silencing of the early-expressed *DCL*s (2/3) ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C), the IES retention score distribution of the early-expressed *PTIWI*s (01/09) looks very similar, and, likewise, the IES retention score distributions of the late-expressed *PTIWI*s (10/11) and *DCL5* are quite similar ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). We observed a good correlation in IES retention scores between *PTIWI01/09*-KD and *DCL02/03*-KD, and so we infer that, like Dcl2/3, Ptiwi01/09 proteins are required for complete excision of epiIESs ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). Contrary to a previous report that *PTIWI01/09*-KD also affects non-maternally controlled IESs (IES that were not retained following microinjection of IES sequences identical to them into the old MAC; [@bib13], [@bib8]), we observed no retention of non-maternally controlled IESs with either IES retention PCRs ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D) or the higher sensitivity of high-throughput sequencing ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C). *PTIWI10/11*-KD affects the same IESs as *DCL5*-KD and only affects IES 51G11 within the subset of maternally controlled IESs ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D). There is only a weak correlation in IES retention scores between *PTIWI01/09*-KD and *DCL5*-KD and between *PTIWI10/11*-KD and *DCL2/3*-KD ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). Together, these results suggest that Piwi01/09 interact primarily with the products of Dcl2/3 and that Ptiwi10/11 interact primarily with the products of Dcl5.Figure 3Effects of *PTIWI01/09*-KD and *PTIWI10/11*-KD on IES and Transposon Excision(A) Genome-wide IES retention measured from Illumina sequencing of DNA from newly developed MACs for *DCL2/3* double-silenced cells (*DCL2/3*-KD), *DCL5* silenced cells (*DCL5*-KD) ([@bib30]), *PTIWI01* and *PTIWI09* double-silenced cells *(PTIWI01/09*-KD), and *PTIWI10* and *PTIWI11* double-silenced cells (*PTIWI10/11*-KD). For IESs with 0%--5% IES retention, the bars are truncated. The maximal values for these bars are as follows: *DCL2/3*-KD, 37,421; *DCL5*-KD, 35,033; *PTIWI01/09*-KD, 39,982; *PTIWI10/11*-KD, 37,198.(B) Relationships in IES retention among knockdown pairs of *PTIWI01/09*-KD, *PTIWI10/11*-KD, *DCL2/3*-KD, and *DCL5*-KD. Hexagonal binning of IES retention scores was used to generate the plots. Pearson's correlation coefficients are given above each subgraph. Red lines are for ordinary least-squares (OLS) regression, orange lines for LOWESS, and gray lines for orthogonal distance regression (ODR).(C) To examine the relationship between maternal control and IES retention scores (IRSs), maternal control was calculated as the maximal observed retention described previously ([@bib13], [@bib30]) with the IRS calculated in the present study (both maternal control scores and IRS are given in [Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Dashed lines corresponding to linear regressions are shown along with Pearson's r and the two-tailed p value for hypothesis testing with a null hypothesis of a regression slope of zero.(D) IES retention PCRs were performed on the same IESs as those used in (C). The same new MAC DNA was used as that in the Illumina sequencing of new MAC DNA and transposon probing. The top band represents the IES^+^ form; the bottom band represents DNA with excised IESs (IES^−^).

*PTIWI01/09*-KD and *PTIWI10/11*-KD Lead to scnRNA and iesRNA Depletion, Respectively {#sec2.4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To study the effect of the abovementioned *PTIWI01/*09-KD and *PTIWI10/11*-KD on the small RNA population, small RNAs from different developmental stages were analyzed by gel electrophoresis and deep sequencing. In control cells treated with an empty vector (EV), the early developmental time point shows a prominent 25-nt scnRNA peak mostly matching MAC genome-destined DNA (produced from MIC genome transcripts early during development) ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A, *EV*-E); later, IES-matching iesRNAs appear, as described previously ([@bib30]; [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, *EV*-L and *EV*-L+). After depleting the early-expressed Ptiwi01 and Ptiwi09, the 25-nt-long scnRNA population at the early time point (*PTIWI01/09*-KD-E) decreased 4.5-fold compared with the scnRNAs from the early time of the control (*EV*-E). iesRNAs levels were also reduced at the two late time points following *PTIWI01/09*-KD (*PTIWI01/09*-KD-L and *PTIWI01/09*-KD-L+). This effect is consistent with a model in which iesRNAs are produced from excised IESs ([@bib30]). *PTIWI10/11*-KD reduces the iesRNA population (26--29 nt); e.g., 8.2-fold at the L+ time point compared with the control (*PTIWI10/11*-KD-L+). The absolute decreases of the small RNAs visualized by loading the total RNA samples on denaturing polyacrylamide gel reflect the relative decreases in sRNAs determined by high-throughput sequencing ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B).Figure 4Effect of *PTIWI01/09*-KD and *PTIWI10/11*-KD on Development-Specific Small RNAs(A) Histogram of sRNA of total 19- to 31-nt small RNA library reads mapped to the macronuclear genome (MAC, green), internal eliminated sequences (IESs, red), and the plasmid backbone used for silencing (L4440, purple). E, L, and L+ development correspond to successive developmental times (for the distribution of cytological stages, see [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). Reads were normalized to total 23-nt reads, which are predominantly comprised of siRNAs.(B) Radioactively 5′ end-labeled total RNA from control (EV), *PTIWI01/09*-KD, and *PTIWI10/11*-KD cells was loaded on a 16% denaturing polyacrylamide gel. scnRNAs and iesRNAs are indicated, and tRNA was used as a loading control.(C) Representative sequence logos of 25-nt and 28-nt sRNAs from control (EV), *PTIWI01/09*-KD, and *PTIWI10/11*-KD cells.(D) Representative sequence logos of non-5′ U 25-nt scnRNAs from *PTIWI01/09*-KD cells and non-5′ 28-nt iesRNAs from *PTIWI10/11*-KD.

By analyzing the 5′ signature of the 25-nt sRNAs obtained after knockdown, we observed that the 5′ UNG signature of the 25-nt sRNAs is weaker ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C) in *PTIWI01/09*-KD than in control cells, and a weak CNANN signature appears at the 3′ end. Because normally Argonaute proteins select the guide strand and remove the passenger strand, it is possible that the scnRNA population remains double-stranded in the absence of Ptiwi01/09. This feature of the *Paramecium* Piwi proteins is quite unique because Piwis in animals bind single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) precursors and, therefore, do not need to eliminate passenger strands. Next we analyzed the scnRNAs that do not show the 5′ U of the guide strand. Indeed, our analysis of the non-5′ U scnRNAs reveals a prominent CNANN at their 3′ end, reflecting the signature of the passenger strand ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D). In the case of iesRNAs, the result is not so clear because of their palindromic nature; i.e., both the guide and the passenger strands of iesRNAs have both 5′ UAG and 3′ CNAUNN signatures ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D).

Ptiwi09 Binds scnRNAs, and Ptiwi10 Binds iesRNAs {#sec2.5}
------------------------------------------------

To confirm that Ptiwi09 binds scnRNAs and Ptiwi10 binds iesRNAs, RNA immunoprecipitation (RIP) was performed ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; [Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Ptiwi09 RIP samples from both the early and late developmental time points revealed the presence of sRNAs that were 25 nt long (the expected size of scnRNAs; [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C), and the sRNAs bound to Ptiwi10 ranged from 24--31 nt (the expected size of iesRNAs; [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}D).Figure 5Small RNAs from Different Time Points Obtained from RIP of FLAGHA-Ptiwi09 and FLAGHA-Ptiwi10 Proteins Expressed in *Paramecium* Cells(A and B) Western blot of FLAGHA-tagged Ptiwi09 (A) and Ptiwi10 (B) pulled down with anti-HA antibodies.(C and D) Radioactively 5′ end-labeled small RNAs associated with FLAGHA-tagged Ptiwi09 (C) or Ptiwi10 (D).(E) Stacked histogram of FLAGHA-Ptiwi09 RIP sRNA reads mapped to the MAC (green) and IESs (red) from two different time points.(F) Stacked histogram of FLAGHA-Ptiwi10 RIP sRNA reads mapped to the MAC (green) and IESs (red) from the latest time point collected during development.(G) Stacked bar plot of FLAGHA-Ptiwi09 RIP sRNA reads and reads of *DCL5*-KD (reads published in [@bib30]). On both blots, reads are normalized to the IES-matching reads.(H and I) Representative sequence logos of small RNAs obtained from FLAGHA-tagged Ptiwi01 (H) or Ptiwi10 RIP (I).(J) Radioactively 5′ end-labeled small RNAs associated with FLAGHA-tagged Ptiwi09 obtained from *DCL2*-KD and *DCL3*-KD cells.

High-throughput sequencing supports the specificity of Ptiwi09 for 25-nt scnRNAs ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}E). At both time points, scnRNAs showed the characteristic 5′ UNG signature ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}H). At the late time point, where iesRNAs are present in the cell, there are just traces of longer small RNAs bound to Ptiwi09 (only 2.2% of the reads were between 27--31 nt). Additionally, only 13.7% of the 27- to 31-nt reads were IES-matching (i.e., at most, ∼0.03% of Ptiwi09-bound small RNAs are iesRNAs). This tiny fraction of IES-matching, 28-nt small RNAs shows the characteristic 5′ UAG and the 3′ CNAUN signatures of iesRNAs ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}H). Small RNAs bound to Ptiwi10 almost exclusively map to IESs (98.5%) and show the characteristic 5′ UAG and the 3′ CNAUN signature of iesRNAs ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}F and 5I). The size of the Ptiwi10 RIP small RNAs, ranging between 24 nt and 31 nt, peaking at 27 nt and 28 nt, reflect the profile of iesRNAs from total small RNA sequencing ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A).

Because the current RNA-scanning model proposes that the MAC genome-matching scnRNAs are degraded in the old MAC and only the IES-matching scnRNAs are transported to the new MAC, we compared the ratio of IES:MAC genome-matching scnRNAs from the two Ptiwi09 RIPs ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}G). After normalizing all of the reads obtained from the Ptiwi09 RIP to their IES-matching reads, we observe a modest 2.5-fold decrease of the MAC genome-matching scnRNAs at the later time point, but a large proportion of MAC genome-matching scnRNAs still remains present. One possible explanation for why this decrease is so modest is that most of the MAC genome-matching scnRNAs are still present in the old MAC, or, alternatively, in the case of the Ptiwi09 RIP, overexpression of this protein might prevent degradation of these scnRNAs. However, a similar modest decrease (3-fold) in MAC genome-matching scnRNAs can be observed by analyzing reads obtained from *DCL5*-KD cells (no 25-nt-long iesRNAs present), as published by [@bib30] ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}G).

We next investigated whether Ptiwi09 has a preference for binding scnRNAs of a specific size (25 nt). To do so, we performed a Ptiwi09 RIP experiment with cells in which *DCL2* was silenced. *DCL2*-KD leads to a pronounced reduction in 25-nt scnRNAs, leaving behind scnRNAs with a broad range of sizes (from 24--31 nt) ([@bib30]). We find that Ptiwi09 does not have a preference for binding only 25-nt sRNAs but, rather, binds all of the sizes generated by Dcl3 ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}J). Conversely, in the case of *DCL3*-KD, which does not change the size of scnRNAs (25 nt), the small RNAs associated with Ptiwi09 are exactly 25 nt long ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}J).

Transposons and the Small RNAs Involved in Their Excision {#sec2.6}
---------------------------------------------------------

Because Piwi proteins are involved in suppressing transposon gene expression in eukaryotes, including ciliates (via DNA elimination), we examined whether the development-specific Ptiwis and the corresponding small RNAs are involved in the removal of transposons. Unlike IESs, transposons are imprecisely excised during development, but the exact mechanism and the difference between imprecise and precise elimination are not yet known. To investigate the possible role of Piwi protein in transposon elimination, we performed a Southern blot analysis on the same DNA as used for the analysis shown in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}.

Only *PTIWI01/*09-KD, but not *PTIWI10/11*-KD, affects the excision of the two known *P. tetraurelia* transposon classes *Sardine* and *Thon* ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A), consistent with dependence of transposon elimination on scnRNAs but not on iesRNAs, as shown previously ([@bib30]).Figure 6Elimination of Transposons and the Involved Small RNAs(A) The effect of *PTIWI01/09*-KD and *PTIWI10/11*-KD on transposon excision. Retention of *Sardine* and *Thon* transposons was analyzed using probes specific to them, and a probe against a *P. tetraurelia* Actin 1 gene was used as a loading control. DNA was loaded in triplets.(B--D) Small RNAs associated with FLAGHA-Ptiwi09 and FLAGHA-Ptiwi10 mapped to *Sardine* transposons, *Anchois* IESs, or the eight longest IESs (concatenated in each case for illustration convenience; IRS of *PTIWI10/11*-KD \> 0.01). 3,509 scnRNAs (25 nt) (forward \[FWD\]-reads, 1,994; reverse \[REV\]-reads, 1,515) obtained from Ptiwi09 RIP mapped to *Sardines*, 2,852 (FWD-reads, 1,659 + 1,193) to *Anchois*, and 2,581 (FW-reads,: 1,417; REV-reads, 1,170) to the IESs. 159 iesRNAs (28 nt) (FWD, 54; REV-reads, 105) obtained from Ptiwi10 RIP mapped to *Sardines*, 4,011 (FWD-reads, 2,122; REV-reads, 1,889) to *Anchois*, and 3,000 (FWD-reads, 1,917; REV-reads, 1,083) to the IESs. The numbers of reads used during mapping were as follows: scnRNAs, 5,781,331; iesRNAs, 5,709,855. The lengths of the concatemers were as follows: *Sardine* transposons, 49,570 nt; *Anchois* transposons, 42,440 nt; and the eight longest IESs, 33,107 nt.

Like transposons, many IESs do not seem to require iesRNAs for their excision ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). However, iesRNAs are still generated from these iesRNA-independent IESs ([@bib30]). To investigate whether iesRNAs are produced from transposons during development, we mapped scnRNAs (5,781,331 reads) and iesRNAs (5,709,855 reads) obtained from the Ptiwi09 or Ptiwi10-RIP experiments, respectively, to several different copies of imprecisely excised *Sardine* transposons. As a comparison, we mapped the same amount of small RNAs to the precisely excised transposons remnants called *Anchois* ([@bib4]) and to a concatemer of the eight longest IESs, which have an IES retention score (IRS) of less than 0.01 in *PTIWI10/11*-KD (representing iesRNAs-independent IESs).

Only 159 iesRNAs (28 nt) map to the eight annotated *Sardine* transposons ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}B), compared with 2,998 iesRNAs (28 nt) that map to the eight longest IESs ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}C) and the 4,009 iesRNAs (28 nt) that map to the *Anchois* transposons ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}D). On the other hand, scnRNAs are produced of all the elements because 3,507 scnRNAs (25 nt) map to the *Sardine* transposons, 2,850 to *Anchois*, and 2,585 to the eight longest IESs ([Figures 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}B--6D).

A possible explanation for why there are so few *Sardine*-derived iesRNAs could be that a different mechanism is being employed for the imprecise excision of transposons that does not lead to post-excision iesRNA production. Because iesRNAs tend to accumulate at IES boundaries ([@bib30]), one alternative explanation is that these elements may be embedded within eliminated DNA that has very distantly separated excision boundaries.

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

During *Paramecium tetraurelia* somatic genome development, two distinct classes of small RNAs, scnRNAs and iesRNAs, are involved in excision of transposons and IESs, which are transposon-derived. The dsRNA precursors of scnRNAs are produced in meiotic germline nuclei through the action of Dcl2 and Dcl3, whereas iesRNAs appear later, and their dsRNA precursors are processed by Dcl5. In the present study, we wished to know whether the two small RNA biogenesis pathways may be linked by Piwi proteins that complete their processing and then allow them to target DNA for elimination. We identified two new Piwi proteins necessary for complete IES excision, the ohnologs Ptiwi10 and Ptiwi11. These proteins select iesRNA guide strands and degrade their passenger strands prior to the targeting of DNA excision. Additionally, we provide evidence that the two early-expressed proteins, Ptiwi01 and Ptiwi09, are responsible for scnRNA accumulation. As with a previous report from the knockdown of *DCL2/3*, which shows that scnRNAs are involved in excision of epiIESs ([@bib30]), knockdown of *PTIWI01/09* also affects only the excision of epiIES. This is consistent with Dcl2/3 and Ptiwi01/09 working in the same pathway.

Based on our RIP experiments, we can conclude that Ptiwi09 binds only scnRNAs and Ptiwi10 only iesRNAs, even though there is an overlap between the two sRNA classes in their length and sequence (many iesRNAs look like scnRNAs and vice versa). Our result from the *DCL2*-KD experiment shows that Ptiwi09 does not have a length preference for the bound sRNAs ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}J), which makes it similar to Ptiwi10 in this regard.

The RIP experiments were performed with N-terminal FLAG-hemagglutinin (HA) fusion proteins, which is a commonly used method. We cannot exclude the possibility that the presence of the additional 32 amino acids affects the function of the proteins and, therefore, their sRNA binding efficiency. This, however, is unlikely to affect our conclusions because the presented sRNA analysis is qualitative rather than quantitative.

The seemingly high specificity between the Piwi proteins and their associated class of sRNAs may be attributed to the fact that, at the time when scnRNAs are produced, the only available Piwi proteins are Ptiwi01/09. Later during development, when iesRNAs are produced, even though Ptiwi01/09 are present in the same place, the only available Ptiwis are Ptiwi10/11. This would also suggest that there is virtually no exchange of sRNAs between the two types of Piwi proteins. The role of the four Piwi proteins in programmed DNA elimination is summarized in [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 7Proposed Model of the Roles of Ptiwi01, Ptiwi09, Ptiwi10, and Ptiwi11 in IES Elimination during Development, Building on Existing Models(A) During early development, *Paramecium tetraurelia's* germline genome is bi-directionally transcribed. The resulting dsRNAs are cleaved by Dcl2/3 into 25-nt precursor scnRNAs. The precursor scnRNAs are then loaded onto Ptiwi01 and Ptiwi09 proteins, which select the guide RNA strands and remove the passenger strands.(B) The scnRNA-Ptiwi complexes localize to the parental MAC, where RNA scanning takes place, and MAC genome-matching scnRNAs are filtered out after binding to putative long ncRNAs. Ptiwi01- and Ptiwi09-bound MIC genome-specific scnRNAs then migrate to the newly developing MAC, were they target IES excision.(C)1: short non-epiIES, represented by IES1, are very efficiently excised by PiggyMAC (PGM), even in the absence of small RNAs. scnRNA-dependent IESs are, at the same time, incompletely excised. 2: the initial excision of IESs unblocks *PTIWI10/11* genes and, thus, activates the iesRNA pathway. 3: after the first round of IES excision by PiggyMAC, the excised IESs are ligated together to form concatemers and/or IES circles (only concatemers are shown), which enables their bi-directional transcription. Dcl5 then processes the long dsRNA precursors into iesRNA duplexes. When Ptiwi10/11 are expressed, the iesRNA precursors are loaded onto them. This is followed by guide strand selection and passenger strand removal. 4: Ptiwi10/11 associated with iesRNAs target the remaining copies of IESs for excision. 5: new MAC DNA after complete IES elimination. TA dinucleotide (TA) represents the positions from where the IESs were excised.

Our results also suggest that the specific 5′ end sequence signature may be due to Dicer-like protein cleavage preference because, in the absence of Ptiwis, 95% of the 25-nt scnRNAs have a U at the 5′ end of the guide strands or ANN at the 3′ ends of the passenger strands ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C and 4D).

*PTIWI10* is the first gene described in *P. tetraurelia* which is transcribed from the new MAC during development of the new MAC. Until now it has been thought that transcription in the new MAC starts after development is completed. The reason for this idea was that, when a "non-functional" new MAC genome is formed, because of the depletion of factors involved in genome rearrangements, the cell does not die immediately (for example, PiggyMac; [@bib6]) but is able to survive during two to three subsequent vegetative divisions. This is likely because the fragments of the parental MAC are still present in the cell for some time after sexual reproduction, and gene transcription from those fragments is sufficient for cell survival. As the fragments are diluted out after several divisions, the newly formed MAC takes over the gene expression function. The expression of Ptiwi10 (and, presumably, also Ptiwi11) from the developing MAC suggests a mode of gene expression control of genes involved in genome development, which is intimately related to the development dynamics. The late sRNA pathway (iesRNA), which is essential for complete DNA elimination, is only switched on when IESs interrupting the promoter and the coding sequence of Ptiwi10/11 are eliminated by the excision machinery ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). In other words, the iesRNA pathway will remain inactive unless the early steps of DNA elimination are functional. This may represent a more general mechanism in which genes are unblocked at the right time in the right place through DNA elimination in the developing macronucleus.

The following experiments support the existence of such a mechanism. We show that *PTIWI10* cannot be expressed from the IES-free parental MAC, which we deduced from the lack of expression of transgenic *GFP-PTIWI10* under the original promoter ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B and 2D). That means that the Ptiwi10 promoter is inactive in the parental MAC. We have also shown that IES excision by PiggyMac excisase is required for the transcription of Ptiwi10 ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}F).

The presence of either of the two IESs in *PTIWI10*, one in the promoter and one in the coding region, would likely lead to the disappearance of *PTIWI10* mRNA. The IES in the promoter would disrupt transcription initiation, and the one in the coding region would cause a frameshift and a premature stop codon, which would lead to NMD-mediated mRNA degradation. In this case, IES excision would be essential for *PTIWI10* mRNA expression.

The regulation of *PTIWI10* expression may represent a developmental checkpoint in *Paramecium*. The initial step of DNA elimination is performed by PiggyMac excisase through targeting IESs that do not require small RNAs for their recognition and IESs that are scnRNA-dependent ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}C, 1). This initial step removes IESs that disrupt the *PTIWI10* gene and allows the expression of Ptiwi10 ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}C, 2) and the production of iesRNAs from the initially excised IESs ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}C, 3). Next, iesRNAs bound to Ptiwi10/11 target the remaining unexcised IESs ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}C, 4). In this work, we show that the iesRNA pathway can only be initiated when the first round of excision is completed, thus allowing the cell to enter the next developmental stage at the right moment.

Experimental Procedures {#sec4}
=======================

*Paramecium tetraurelia* Cultivation {#sec4.1}
------------------------------------

For all experiments, *Paramecium tetraurelia* strain 51, mating type 7 was used. Cells were grown in wheat grass powder (WGP) medium (Pines International, Lawrence, KS) bacterized with *Klebsiella pneumoniae* and supplemented with 0.8 mg/L of β-sitosterol (Merck). Cultivation was carried out at 27°C as described previously ([@bib7]).

Cytological Stages of Development {#sec4.2}
---------------------------------

The developmental stages used in our experimental assessment are based on the characterization of cytological stages. In this study, four time points were used: early (E), in which 30% of the cells have a fragmented old MAC; middle (M), in which all of the cells have fragmented MACs; late (L), in around 80% of the cells new macronuclei were clearly visible; and late plus (L+), 6 hr after L.

Gene Silencing {#sec4.3}
--------------

Gene silencing during autogamy was performed by bacterial feeding as described previously ([@bib28]). Different regions of the target coding sequences were cloned into the L4440 plasmid (*PTIWI01*, 1,394 bp; *PTIWI09*, 1,396 bp; *PTIWI10*, 1,489 bp; *PTIWI11*, 979 bp). To silence *DCL2*, *DCL3*, and *DCL5*, previously designed silencing constructs were used ([@bib21], [@bib30]). For *PGM* silencing, the published construct was used ([@bib6]). The negative control for silencing was performed using the empty L4440 plasmid. The plasmids were transformed into the HT115 (DE3) *Escherichia coli* strain. The primers used are listed in the [Supplemental Experimental Procedures](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

DNA Extraction {#sec4.4}
--------------

Total genomic DNA extraction for IES PCRs was performed with the GenElute Mammalian Genomic DNA Miniprep Kit (Sigma-Aldrich). For deep sequencing DNA from the new MAC was isolated as previously described ([@bib4]).

GFP Tagging, Injection, and Imaging {#sec4.5}
-----------------------------------

Ptiwi01 and Ptiwi10 were N-terminally tagged with a GFP codon optimized for the *P. tetraurelia* genetic code ([@bib28]). The GFP-Ptiwi01 construct used the 5′ and 3′ sequences flanking *P. tetraurelia*'s endogenous PTIWI01 (270 bp upstream and 162 bp downstream). GFP-Ptiwi10 used the sequences flanking *P. tetraurelia*'s endogenous *PTIWI10* (260 bp upstream and 36 bp downstream) or *DCL5* (352 bp upstream and 108 bp downstream, as published by [@bib30]).

The constructs were linearized and microinjected into the vegetative MAC. Positively injected clones were selected based on confirmation of injected DNA by dot blot analysis. Microscopic images for GFP-Ptiwi01 and GFP-Ptiwi10 localization were taken with a Leica AF6000 system, and GFP-Ptiwi10~(Dcl5flank)~ images were taken with the Axio Vert.A1.

RNA Extraction {#sec4.6}
--------------

RNA from 400 mL of harvested cells at a concentration of 3,000 cells/mL was resuspended in 6 mL of TRI reagent (Sigma-Aldrich). Total RNA extraction was carried out following the TRI reagent BD protocol.

Small RNA Sequencing {#sec4.7}
--------------------

Small RNA libraries were produced and sequenced according to standard Illumina protocols, and sequencing was performed on an Illumina HiSeq2500 machine by Fasteris SA.

sRNA Sequencing Mapping {#sec4.8}
-----------------------

sRNA reads were mapped as described in [@bib30]. For knockdown experiments, reads were normalized to the total of 23-nt reads mapping to IESs, the MAC genome, and the L4440 plasmid.

Sequence Logo Generation {#sec4.9}
------------------------

Sequence logos were created with WebLogo, version 3.2. The same background base frequencies G = C: 0.30 were used to produce total and MAC genome-matching logos, and G = C: 0.20 were used for IES-matching sRNAs.

RIP and Western Blot {#sec4.10}
--------------------

The RIP protocol from [@bib10] was adapted for use in *P. tetraurelia*.

Ptiwi09 and Ptiwi10 were N-terminally tagged with 3× FLAG-HA tags (FLAGHA) codon-optimized for the *P. tetraurelia* genetic code. The FLAGHA-Ptiwi09 construct used the 5′ and 3′ sequences flanking *PTIWI09* (504 bp upstream and 236 bp downstream). FLAGHA-Ptiwi10 used the sequences flanking *DCL5* (352 upstream and 108 nt downstream). Frozen pellets from 1,200,000 *P. tetraurelia* cells, grown from a single cell transformed by microinjection with the designed constructs, were lysed in 2 mL of lysis buffer (composition given below) in a Dounce homogenizer. 1 mL of lysate was mixed with 50 μL of anti-HA affinity matrix (Roche) and incubated overnight with agitation (4 rpm) at 4°C. After this, beads were washed five times with immunoprecipitation (IP) buffer (composition given below). After the last wash, beads were resuspended in 1 mL of IP buffer. For western blotting, 100 μL of the resuspended beads and IP buffer was taken and centrifuged. Beads were boiled for 5 min in standard SDS loading dye. Mouse anti-HA (Y-11) (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) 1:500 was used. For extraction of associated RNAs, the supernatant was removed and mixed with 300 μL of Proteinase K buffer (1×, recipe below) and 1 μL of Proteinase K (10 mg/mL), followed by 20 min of incubation at 42°C. RNA was extracted with phenol:chloroform and then chloroform, and then precipitated and resuspended in 10 μL Mille-Q water. 1 μL of RNA was 5′ end-labeled and analyzed on a 16% polyacrylamide/7 M urea gel.

### Lysis Buffer {#sec4.10.1}

Lysis buffer contained 50 mM Tris-Hcl (pH 8.0), 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 1% Triton X-100, 1 × protease inhibitor complete tablet (Roche), 2 mM vanadyl ribonucleoside complex, and 10% glycerol.

### IP Buffer {#sec4.10.2}

IP buffer contained 10% glycerol, 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 1% Triton X-100, 1 × complete EDTA-free protease inhibitor tablet (Roche), and 2 mM vanadyl ribonucleoside complex (Sigma).

Proteinase K buffer (1×)contained 10 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 5 mM EDTA (pH 8.0), and 0.5% SDS.

Estimation of IES Retention and Examination of IRS Correlations {#sec4.11}
---------------------------------------------------------------

The following reference genomes were used in the IES analyses and read mapping: MAC, <http://paramecium.cgm.cnrs-gif.fr/download/fasta/assemblies/ptetraurelia_mac_51.faa>; MAC+IES, <http://paramecium.cgm.cnrs-gif.fr/download/fasta/assemblies/ptetraurelia_mac_51_with_ies.fa> (md5 checksums: dbcc54fb2987c8f60f8e765db7ed274c and 3e5b3fa65ebfaa484566a1ffddf20239, respectively).

IRSs were determined by ParTIES ([@bib12]). For each IES, ParTIES counts mapped reads with unexcised IESs (IES^+^) and excised IESs (IES^−^) to determine an IRS (IRS = IES^+^ ÷ (IES^+^ + IES^−^)).

For the purpose of regression, for each IES, negative control IRS (from an empty vector control and non-developmental gene control; E.C.S., unpublished data) have been subtracted and zeroed when the subtraction yields a negative value; i.e., IRS~regression~ = max(IRS~experiment~ − mean(IRS~controls~), 0). Three regressions are given for IRS pairs: an ordinary least-squares (OLS) regression, a LOWESS regression (non-parametric), and an orthogonal distance regression (ODR) with a linear function initialized by the slope and intercept from the OLS. OLS and ODR used standard SciPy functions. LOWESS regressions used the Python statsmodels library. Pearson's correlation coefficient was calculated for each pair of knockdown IRSs.

RNA Electrophoresis for Detection of Small RNA {#sec4.12}
----------------------------------------------

Total RNA samples (5.6 μg) were 5′ end-labeled with γ-32P desoxyadenosintriphosphate (dATP) (0.4 MBq, Amersham) by the exchange reaction of T4 polynucleotide kinase (Thermo Scientific). To the RNA, 2 volumes of denaturing buffer (Formamide, Sigma: 6× loading dye \[Thermo Scientific\] = 9:1) was added. The radioactively labeled DNA was run on a 16% polyacrylamide/7 M urea gel.

Northern Blot {#sec4.13}
-------------

7 μg of RNA was separated by denaturing gel electrophoresis and transferred to Hybond N + membranes (GE Healthcare). The following probes were used: *PTIWI01*, 546 bp; *PTIWI09*, 546 bp; *PTIWI10*, 500 bp; *PTIWI11*, 551 bp, GFP, 828 bp entire sequence, 17S rRNA; [@bib6]). The 17S rRNA probe was labeled with γ-32P dATP (2 MBq); the other probes were labeled with α-32P dATP (2 MBq). Hybridization of all probes was performed in Church buffer overnight at 55°C. Blots were washed twice for 15 min with 2× saline sodium citrate (SSC), 0.1% SDS at 55°C prior to exposure. 17S rRNA probe hybridization and washing was performed at 55°C. Blots were washed twice for 15 min with 2× SSC, 0.1% SDS at 55°C prior to exposure. The primers used for the probes are listed in the [Supplemental Experimental Procedures](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Dot Blot {#sec4.14}
--------

To validate the DNA microinjection, 400 μL of cells at a concentration of 1,000 cells/mL were lysed and then bound to a Hybond N + membrane (GE Healthcare). To analyze transposon retention, 500 ng of DNA was used. *Sardine*, *Thon*, and Actin-specific probes were labeled with α-32P dATP (2 MBq), and hybridization and washing were performed at 60°C. The primers used for probes are listed in the [Supplemental Experimental Procedures](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Sequence of FLAGHA Adjusted to *Paramecium tetraurelia* Codon Usage {#sec4.15}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

The sequence of FLAGHA adjusted to *Paramecium tetraurelia* codon usage was ATGGATTATAAAGATCATGATGGAGACTACAAGGACCACGACATTGATTATAAAGATGATGATGATAAATATCCATACGATGTTCCAGATTATGCTCAT.

Phylogenetic Tree {#sec4.16}
-----------------

Multiple sequence alignment was performed by Multiple Alignment using Fast Fourier Transform (MAFFT) v7.017 ([@bib20]) (G-INS-i algorithm, BLOSUM62 scoring matrix, and a gap opening penalty of 1.53). 571 conserved alignment columns were automatically selected with TrimAl v.1.3 and the "-automated1" option. To create a phylogeny, PhyML Online was used with default settings and performed with 1,000 bootstrap ([@bib18]). Phylogeny visualization was done using Interactive Tree of Life (iTOL) ([@bib22]). The following abbreviations were used: ARTH, *Arabidopsis thaliana*; CAEL, *Caenorhabditis elegans*; DIDI, *Dictyostelium discoideum*; DRME, *Drosophila melanogaster*; HOSA, *Homo sapiens*; OXTR, *Oxytricha trifallax*; PATE, *Paramecium tetraurelia*; SCPO, *Schizosaccharomyces pombe*; TETH, *Tetrahymena thermophila*; and TRBU, *Trypanosoma brucei.* The accession numbers of proteins used for the phylogenetic tree are listed in the [Supplemental Experimental Procedures](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.
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